
 
ONLINE INTERNSHIP

presents its second

14th June to 16th July, 2021
75 hours

15 modules



 
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to our online internship! We have a range of
engaging and informative modules ready for you which will
be facilitated by our experienced faculty. This internship
will entail self -development & reflection, access to several
readings and resources, application-based learning and
informative sessions with our trained faculty after
each session.  

WHO IS THIS FOR?
If you are an undergraduate or postgraduate student in any

discipline with an interest in psychology, then this
internship is for you! These modules have been

carefully curated to cater to students and enthusiasts from
any educational background! 

CERTIFICATION
A certificate of course completion will be provided at the
end of the internship (upon meeting attendance and
submission requirements). 



Designed keeping in mind daily engagement through
readings and resources, the 75-hour internship has been
divided between contact and non-contact hours. Contact

hours consist of engaging and informative modules taught
by our trained faculty followed by live QnA sessions.

 
 
 
 

Non-contact hours include engaging with resources and
readings keeping in mind application-based learning.

We've included a variety of different activities including
group discussions. journal prompts, case histories, movie

analysis, experiential art-based activities and much more!
These activities along with detailed instructions will be

provided by our team.

 
STRUCTURE OF THE INTERNSHIP



 
WHAT THEMES WILL WE BE COVERED?

Introduction to Children First and coming together! 

Case History & Case Conceptualization: The Basics

Neurodevelopmental Functions: Learning about the
way we are wired

Exploring Developmental Differences & Childhood
Disorders

Social Communication & Language work

Occupational Therapy

 

 

 

 

 

 



Psychoactive Substances & their Effects

Inside the Therapy Room: Using Therapeutic Skills

Understanding & working with Trauma

Expressive Arts in Therapy

Personal is political; therefore, therapy is political

Gender, Sexuality & Mental Health

Social Media and Mental Health

Play Therapy & Closure

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OUR TEAM IS EXCITED TO SHARE THIS JOURNEY WITH YOU!


